Reminders – Submit your A1

• A1 is due tonight by 10pm

• Please make sure your code runs, i.e., there should be no syntax errors when I import your battleship_functions.py.

• Late Submissions:
  • Submissions up to 10:59pm will not be penalized (~1 hour grace period).
  • From 11:00pm and onwards, an 8% penalty (cumulative) will be deducted for every hour your submission is late.
    • Note that if you had submitted an assignment by 10:00pm and then you resubmitted later, at let's say 3am, the later submission will be marked and a penalty will be applied.
  • No extensions.
Course Work due later this week

- **Lab 8** posted and is due on Friday by 10pm.
  - It involves very little code writing (see hints in the handout).
  - The plotting component of Lab8 will not be marked. But it should be a very useful tool for you, so practice it in the labs.

- **Exercise 4** is also due this Sunday evening by 10pm.
  - Has to do with file processing (simple files, no CSV)
  - It does not involve a lot of coding either since you’ve had a busy week w/ A1.
Labs Reshuffling

• Staring this Thursday, we’re going to try switching to 4 labs rooms instead of 5, given lab attendance changes.

• Anyone assigned to BA2220
  • Last names Tch* to Z

will need to go to one of the other four lab rooms:
  • BA3175, BA3185, BA3195 or BA2200

• I will send an email announcement by tomorrow morning too.